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Before being worn for the first time, or if it has stopped, a MAEN watch must be 
wound manually in order to function correctly and precisely. To wind the watch man-
ually, turn it several times clockwise. (Turning in the other direction has no effect.) 
A minimum of 25 turns is required for adequate partial winding. 

The watch will then be wound automatically as long as it is worn on the wrist.

Wearing the watch for the first time
USER GUIDE



The Skymaster 38 is a balanced, vintage inspired chronograph with a sophisticated 
yet powerful appearance.

The box domed hesalite glass combines very well with the thin profile of the watch 
and the brushed and polished finish on the indicators play beautifully with the light. 
Other interesting features are radial subdials, vintage styled rehaut and a narrow 
bezel.

This watch does not only look good, it is also a very versatile tool. From timing boiled 
eggs to keeping track of flight durations, the chronograph is there to assist and the 
12H GMT bezel let’s you keep track of an additional time-zone. Very useful for the 
frequent traveller! 

The Skymaster 38 Automatic







The Skymaster 38 will be Swiss Made and is assembled in La Chaux-de-Fonds, 
Switzerland. Waterproof testing, entrance inspection and final quality control will 
also be performed in Switzerland. The Swiss Made ETA 2894-2 movement will be 
passing tests to certify the precision of the movement. This movement has 37 jew-
els, a power-reserve of around 48 hours and is equipped with the ETA-Chron regu-
lator system for easy regulation.

The Skymaster 38 will have a ghost position on the crown, as we have decided to 
omit the date window for aesthetic reasons. 

The Swiss Made label is a representation of the ultimate sign of quality - the perfect 
combination of function and design.

Certified Swiss Made
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MANUAL WINDING (POSITION 1):
This is the normal running position.To wind the
watch manually, turn the crown clockwise; 
turning in the other direction has no effect. 

When setting the watch
for the first time or after the watch
has stopped, complete a minimum of
25 turns for partial winding.

GHOST POSITION (POSITION 2):
This position is usually meant for setting the 
date on your watch. However since the 
Skymaster 38 is not showing any date on the 
dial. This crown position will not have any 
funcion for the watch

Setting your Skymaster 38 Automatic
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SETTING THE TIME (POSITION 3):
the crown is pulled out to the second notch. 
The seconds hand is stopped, allowing you to 
set the time to the precise second. To set the 
hour and minute, turn the crown in either di-
rection. 

Setting your Skymaster 38 Automatic
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1 PUSH START STOP BUTTON :
When pushing the start stop button just once, 
the chronograph will start running. 

2 PUSH START STOP BUTTON :
When pushing the start stop button again, you 
will now pause the chronograph and can read 
the time on the dial. You can now proceed to 
step 3, or keep repeating step 1 and 2.

Using the chronograph
3 PUSH RESET BUTTON :
When pushing the reset button, the chrono-
graph will stop working and all hands will jump 
back to their neutral position until step one is 
activated again.
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You can help preserve its lustre by cleaning it occasionally with a microfibre cloth. 
Any scratches on the Hesalite crystal can be polished away with a special gel. If you 
require any service on your watch, please make sure to send in a request via our 
website and we will make sure to have your watch serviced and restored to original 
condition. 

The Skymaster 38 Automatic has a water resistance rating of 5ATM which means 
you should not swim or dive with it, and if possible avoid showering.

Caring for your Skymaster Automatic



Warranty term: Two year from the date of purchase. This warranty covers manufacturing defects on the watch 
itself (movement, case, crystal). Other parts than the above are not covered by this warranty. To have replacement 
covered under this warranty performed, please use our contact form on the “contact us” page. In the e-mail you 
need to specify your name, address, order number and a detailed description of the issue at hand. Finally, write 
‘reclaim of purchase’ as subject of the e-mail and mail. Note that repair/replacements will be charged in the 
following cases, even during the warranty term.

•  Failure or damage caused by improper use or carelessness (knocks, dents, crushing, broken crystal, etc.)
•  Failure or damage caused by unjustifiable repair or modification
•  Failure or damage caused by fire or water, or a natural disaster such as for example an earthquake
•  Esthetic changes that occur during normal wear and tear and aging (minor scratches, etc.; on the case and/    

or cystal, alteration of the colour on the wristband and the peeling of the plating)
•  In case the retail store and the purchase date are not indicated on the warranty, or if this information has 

been rewritten

The case, dial, hands, crystal, watchband or other parts thereof may be replaced with substitutes if the originals 
are not available. This warranty warrants that you can receive free replacement in accordance with the terms set 
forth herein and within the specified term, and shall not restrict any lawful right of the Customer.

Any damage caused due to the modification of the watch is not covered by our warranty. Only if the modification 
is arranged and executed directly via our service center the original warranty will be maintained. 
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